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Abstract— The Internet has emerged as the most effective and
a highly popular medium for advertising. Current contextual
advertising platforms need publishers to manually change the
original structure of their Web pages and predefine the position
and style of embedded ads. Although publishers spend significant
effort optimizing their Web page layout, a large number of
Web pages contain noticeable blank regions. We present an
innovative stylewise advertising platform for contextual advertising, called PageSense. The “style” of Web pages refers to
the visual appearance of a Web page, such as color and layout.
PageSense aims to associate style-consistent ads with Web pages.
It provides two advertising options: 1) If publishers predefine ad
positions within Web pages, PageSense will analyze the page style
and select ads, which are consistent with the Web page layout,
and 2) if publishers impose no constraints for ad placement,
PageSense will automatically detect blank regions, select the most
nonintrusive region for ad insertion, associate color-consistent
ads with the Web pages, and deliver them to blank regions
without breaking the original Web page style. Our experiments
have verified the effectiveness of PageSense as a complement to
existing contextual advertising.
Index Terms— Contextual advertising, multimedia advertising,
online advertising, visual content analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION

O

VER the decades, the advertising industry has grown
consistently and rapidly. In an advertising system,
there is usually an intermediary commercial ad-network
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(i.e., a service provider between the publisher and the advertiser) in charge of optimizing the ad selection and display, with
the twin goals of increasing revenue (shared by the publisher
and ad-network) and improving user experience. With those
goals, it is preferable to the publishers and profitable to the
advertisers to have ads relevant to media content rather than
generic ads [1]. By implementing a solid advertising strategy
into an existing content delivery chain, both the publisher and
the advertiser have the ability to deliver compelling content,
reach a growing online audience, and eventually generate
additional revenue from online media.
Across the Web, there are many forms of Web advertising, such as pop-up ads, banner ads, and floating ads.
However, these ads are presented in an aggressive manner,
and may partially cover the essential content of a Web page,
leading to an adverse effect as most users will immediately
close all of them. Furthermore, these ads are not likely
to attract user attention, since they are irrelevant to the
Web pages. Compared with the above online ads using the
costly machine-gun strategy and presenting in a direct and
often in an aggressive way, contextual advertising dynamically
displays text and graphic ads relevant to Web pages [2]. It
is believed that these advertisements have a better chance
of attracting users, because they share a similar context
to that of user search and browse intention [3]. Therefore,
contextual advertising has become an effective method for
online advertising. The most popular contextual advertising
network is Google’s AdSense. It displays text, image ads,
or link units on websites that are targeted to the Web page
content.1 Despite these advantages, contextual advertising
usually requires manual work and suffers from the following
limitations.
1) Existing contextual advertising systems require
publishers to rearrange the layout of their Web pages
and reserve a space for placing ads, as shown in Fig. 1.
Just like other elements of the Web page, e.g., images,
publishers have to manually set the position of ads by
using HTML tags. This is not an easy task for average
users who are not familiar with HTML to modify
their Web pages to embed ads in proper positions.
Moreover, the publishers usually do not want to spend
too much effort optimizing their Web page layout
for ad placement. It would be better if ad-networks
could automatically find suitable ad positions to save
publishers’ efforts.
1 www.google.com/adsense
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Fig. 1. Website publisher rearranges the layout of a Web page to make room
for placing AdSense ads. If the visitor clicks, one of the AdSense ads served
to the Website, and the Website owner is credited for the referral.

Fig. 2.

AdSense examples. (a) Good example. (b) Bad example.

2) Intuitively, ads relevant to the page style will reduce
visual intrusiveness. Current contextual advertising
allows publishers to customize the appearance of ads
(e.g., links and text descriptions) to match the hosting
Web page’s appearance. Fig. 2(a) shows a good example
of customizing AdSense ads. The links on the site are
all red and the text is white, while the Website publisher
uses the same red links and white text in their ads as
well. However, this significantly increases publishers’
effort on manually deciding the placement and style of
ads. Moreover, current contextual advertising does not
consider whether the visual contents match the style of
the hosting page, as shown in Fig. 2(b). We argue that it
would be better to automatically set the color and size
of the ads, and deliver stylewise ads to make the page
aesthetic and, thus, reduce the intrusiveness of the ads.2
3) Most existing contextual ad-networks require publishers
to predefine the position of ads. People tend not
to look at ads located at fixed positions in the
Web pages [4]–[6]. We believe that it is better to
place ads in different positions to avoid ad blindness.
Therefore, some publishers change their ad positions
frequently to achieve better effect for advertising.
If the ad networks can provide publishers an option to
automatically select suitable ad positions, it will save a
lot of manual work.
4) We believe that adaptive ads are able to reduce the
effort of publishers who have a lot of Web pages with
2 www.google.com/adsense
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Fig. 3. Ads are inserted in the blank area within the Web page when applying
PageSense. (a) Blank area within a Web page. (b) Ads inserted in the blank
area.

different styles. In the AdSense management system,
publishers can create and modify ad units. Each ad
unit should be predefined according to its color setting.
We argue that, when the color and format of ads
are predefined in AdSense, they cannot be changed
automatically to match the style of the hosting page.
Therefore, it is better to have the ad units dynamically
change and match the style of the hosting pages when
they are placed in different pages.
The above analyses motivate us to design a new mechanism for online contextual advertising. It has been noted
that Web pages often have some blank regions, as shown
in Fig. 3(a). Most Web pages are dynamically generated or
partially created on servers by back-end technologies, such as
active server page and java server pages. Web developers or
Webmasters only design the main architectural structure. The
content of a page is usually selected from the database and
other kinds of local or networked data. Unless the Web pages
are edited and formatted carefully by a professional, they
usually have some unexpected empty space due to the different
lengths of source content. Various organizations use Web
template systems for mass-production of Web documents.
There is no guarantee that there would not be any empty space
within such dynamically generated Web pages. Most subpages
have blank areas created accidentally.
Although some publishers deliberately design a “relax page”
with specific blank areas, the unexpected blank regions created
by dynamic Web page technologies will sometimes make users
feel a little uncomfortable. Thus, we argue that embedding
compelling ads that are visually consistent with the host page
into the blank regions can complement the hosting page [7].
We conducted a study based on the sizes that Google’s ads
use. According to Alexa.com’s traffic statistics, we analyzed
the homepages of the top 10 000 Websites. We find that
nearly 90% of Web pages contain blank areas, which are
large enough (larger than 10 000 pixels) for inserting ads.
As we have mentioned, current online contextual advertising
can neither properly consider style matching nor dynamically
deliver stylewise ads in suitable positions on the Web page.
In this paper, we attempt to deliver suitable advertisements to
the blank regions of the Web page.
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Motivated by the above analysis, we propose a novel
contextual advertising system, named PageSense. It supports
contextual advertising by associating the most relevant ads
with the Web page content as well as the Web page style in
suitable blank areas within a page. Style refers to a particular
form of appearance and design. In our paper, Web page
“style” mainly refers to the color and layout of a Web page.
We believe that a consistent visual style between ads and
hosting Web pages will improve user experience consuming
ads. PageSense also aims at releazing Website publishers from
changing ad appearance and position manually and frequently.
Fig. 3(b) shows an example subscribing PageSense’s service.
The benefits of delivering style-consistent ads in the blank
regions of Web pages are 1) the embedded ads that are
consistent with the style of the ad landing page will more likely
complement the blank area and improve the user browsing
experience; 2) no predefined ad blocks are needed, which
saves publishers from having to apply a contextual advertising
service; and 3) delivery of style-consistent ads can reduce ad
intrusiveness, and thus improve the user ad experience.
This paper makes the following contributions.
1) We propose a new contextual Web advertising system,
named PageSense, which utilizes style-relevant matching to improve advertising relevance. Compared with
conventional contextual advertising, PageSense is able
to choose style-consistent ads dynamically for hosting
Web pages to improve user experience.
2) In PageSense, we propose using unexpected blank
regions for ad insertion without breaking the original
structure of the landing page. It releases the publishers
from rearranging the layout of the hosting Web page
manually. We propose a new vision-based method for
detecting ad insertion positions on the Web pages. Our
method is simple yet robust compared with existing
methods based on HTML analysis.
3) We conduct a series of in-depth user studies to verify the
effectiveness of PageSense as a powerful complement to
existing contextual advertising.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews related works. Section III describes the proposed
PageSense system. Section IV presents experiments and evaluations, followed by discussions in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Extensive research has been conducted for online advertising, which features three important problems, i.e., ad relevance, placement, and user experience.

by the advertiser. Yih et al. [8] propose a method for extracting
keywords from pages, using a supervised approach and a
corpus of pages whose keywords are manually identified. They
show that a model using logistic regression outperforms traditional vector models with t f -i d f term weights for keyword
extraction. Broder et al. [2] classify both target pages and
ads into an extensive taxonomy, and then match ads to target
pages falling in the same node in the taxonomy. Each node
in the taxonomy is represented by a set of bidding phrases
or queries corresponding to a concept. Xu et al. [9] enrich
the semantic expression of a target page (or an ad) by using
Wikipedia thesaurus knowledge. Ribeiro-Neto et al. [10] focus
on the vocabulary mismatch problem, noting that the lack of
overlap in the vocabulary of the ads and the vocabulary of
the target page degrades accuracy. They refer to this as the
vocabulary impedance problem. To overcome this limitation,
they expand the vector representation of the target page to
increase the chance of matching some of the terms in the ad.
Wu et al. [11] select relevant ads based on both global context
relevance and local context relevance.
2) User-Targeted Advertising: In user-targeted advertising,
ads are driven based on user profile and demography or
behavior. A user’s profile and demography often contain the
age, gender, education, income, interests, and other information about the user. Using user profiles to match ads is an
explicit method. However, user profiles may be incomplete or
inaccurate. Because users update their profiles frequently, the
profiles may not be up to date. For example, the personalized
ad delivery in interactive digital television is a potentially
popular application [12]–[14]. Such advertising refers to the
delivery of advertisements tailored to the individual viewers’
profiles on the basis of knowledge about their preferences [13],
current and past contextual information [12], or sponsors’
preferences [14]. In these systems, the users are grouped into a
set of predefined interest groups, or their profiles are provided
in advance, and then ads that most likely will interest the users
will be delivered based on text matching and classification
techniques.
User activity and behavior can be a better source for
understanding users in an implicit way. For instance, a user
who likes to listen to 50-s music may be more senior in
age. User-generated content, such as blogger/twitter posts
and mobility context, are other sources for understanding
users [15]. In [16], Provost et al. provide a method for finding
good audiences for brand advertising by extracting quasisocial networks from browser behavior on user-generated
contents. Other methods make ads user-targeted in terms of
geolocation [17], [18], social context [19], [20], and so on.

A. Ad Relevance Matching
Research on ad relevance matching can be further classified
into two categories from the perspective of what the ads
are matched against: contextual advertising and user-targeted
advertising.
1) Contextual Advertising: Contextual advertising refers
to the placement of commercial advertisements within the
content of a generic Web page based on similarity between
the content of the target page and the ad description provided

B. Ad Position Detection
In addition to contextual relevance, it is important to insert
an ad into a nonintrusive position in the hosting medium.
Mei et al. [21], [22] examine how to detect appropriate
insertion positions in a video stream or within an image
to reduce intrusiveness. Contextual relevance deals with the
selection of relevant ads according to the given media (image
or video), while content intrusiveness answers the question
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Fig. 4.
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System framework of PageSense.

of where the selected ads should be embedded. There are
various strategies for finding ad insertion points through content intrusiveness. One way is to find the most interesting or
highlighting segments in a video or the most salient region in
an image as the ad insertion point, so that the ad impression
will be maximized [1]. The other is contrary, i.e., to seek the
most nonsalient part as an ad insertion point, so that users may
not feel intruded upon when browsing the augmented medium
with ads. Finding suitable insertion points is actually a kind
of tradeoff between ad impression and viewing experience,
which deserves a deep study into the effectiveness of advertising [23]. We next describe how to detect ad insertion points
in the image and video domain through content intrusiveness
analysis.
1) Ad Position Detection in Image Domain: In contextual
image advertising, the relevant ads are embedded at certain
spatial positions within an image. The image ad-network
finds nonintrusive ad positions within an image and selects
the ads whose product logos are visually similar or have a
similar visual style to the image to minimize intrusiveness
and improve user experience. In particular, in [22] and [24],
the candidate ad insertion positions (usually image blocks) are
detected based on the combination of an image saliency map,
face detection, and text detection, while visual similarity is
measured on the basis of HSV color features. In this way, a
combined saliency map is obtained in which the value of each
pixel indicates the overall salience for ad insertion.
2) Ad Position Detection in Video Domain: The ads in
contextual video advertising can be inserted in a preserved
page block around the video [25], as an overlay video
on certain frames [26], in the story or scene breaks in a
video [21], [27], [28], or even into a spatiotemporal portion of
a video [29]–[32]. The detection of in-stream ad insertion point
is based on content intrusiveness [21], [27]. Two computable
measurements based on these eight factors, i.e., content discontinuity and attractiveness, are excerpted from video signals.
The detection of ad insertion points can be formulated by
ranking the shot boundaries based on different combinations
of content discontinuity and attractiveness. In contrast to video
advertising for general video content, to make video content
more enriching, some researchers have attempted to spatially
replace a specific region with product advertisements in sports
videos [29], [31], [32]. These regions could be locations with
less information in a baseball video [31], tennis video [29],

or the smooth regions in sports videos [32]. Li et al. [30]
propose finding the most nonsalient space-time portions of
the video. They formulate the problem as a maximum a
posteriori problem, which maximizes the desired properties
related to a less intrusive viewing experience, i.e., informativeness, consistency, visual naturalness, and stability. For a
more comprehensive survey, please refer to [23].
C. User Experience on Advertising
A beautifully designed Web page layout will definitely
facilitate users’ experience when they are browsing the pages.
Users have positive attitudes toward Web advertising if the
overall Web page looks beautiful [33], [34]. Some researchers
have also investigated the cognitive problems in Web advertising, especially using eye tracking as a performance metric
for online advertising [35]–[37]. Based on these literatures, we
can conclude that Web page aesthetic and ad positions play an
important role for advertising effectiveness. However, the way
to keep a good balance between advertising intrusiveness to
users and the aesthetic appearance of a Web page still remains
a challenging research problem.
III. PageSense S YSTEM
A. PageSense Overview
Fig. 4 shows the framework of PageSense. The system
consists of the following components.
1) Web page analysis engine. This contains a keyword
extraction module, a Web page categorization module,
and an HTML-to-image module. The keyword extraction
module extracts prominent keywords from the original
Web page. The Web page categorization module classifies Web pages into predefined categories. Each category
is represented by some keywords. The HTML-to-image
module creates a snapshot of the Web page.
2) Page-ad matching engine. The page-ad matching engine
matches the Web page with ads based on category relevance, text relevance, and style consistency. It has three
modules: a) The text-based ranking module searches
relevant ads based on extracted keywords; b) the page
style matching module filters nonrelevant ads using
style information; and c) the multimodal fusion module
combines the above two modules to achieve optimized
results from the ad database.
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Fig. 5. Ad insertion position detection. The Web page is first crawled and
converted into a snapshot image and further transformed into a grayscale
image. The highlighted rectangle area indicates the largest blank area that is
selected as the ad insertion position.

3) Ad position detection engine. The ad insertion point
detection engine converts the Web page snapshot (color
image) into a gray image first and then detects blank
areas for ad insertion. The informative content of the
host page, therefore, will not be occluded, and users
will not feel intrusive with the inserted ads.
4) Ad delivery engine. The ad delivery engine delivers
and renders the relevant ads in blank areas within a
Web page. To build the new Web page with ads, we only
need to add one piece of HTML code [more on this in
Section IV-E (Fig. 11)] at the bottom of the Web page.
After the current Web page is crawled and analyzed, the
HTML layers embedded with the ads are delivered to
the browser and overlaid onto the blank areas.
To increase flexibility, PageSense further provides two
options for publishers. If publishers choose the positions
within the Web page for ad placement by themselves, PageSense will omit the position detection for ad placement.
If publishers do not specify the ad positions, PageSense will
do the complete process, which can automatically detect the
most nonintrusive blank region for ad insertion, select the
most relevant ads, and deliver them to the blank areas without
breaking the original style of the Web page. In Sections IIIB–D, we will introduce the key components of PageSense.
B. Web Page Analysis and Ad Position Detection
In order to embed ads at appropriate positions in a
Web page, we need to achieve balance between the overwhelming of Web page content and the overlooking of ads
from users. The process of ad position detection is shown
in Fig. 5. First, the Web page is crawled and converted into
a snapshot image. Then, the snapshot image is processed
and converted into a grayscale image. We detect the blank
areas within the grayscale image based on image analysis.

Finally, we calculate the ad position relative to the original
page. Blank areas are the candidate positions for delivering
an ad.
We use the hole detective algorithm to detect the blank area
within a Web page. The blank area is the candidate position
for delivering an ad. Algorithm 1 shows the process for blank
area detection. Let pi j denote the grayscale of 8 b of each
Nh
pixel (x i , y j ). Nh denotes the number of holes H = {Hk }k=1
,
while S denotes the size of the hole Hk . Let h i j denotes which
hole the pixel (x i , y j ) belongs to h i j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , Nh }.
When h i j = 0, it means pixel (x i , y j ) does not belong to any
holes. Essentially, each pixel can be treated as a very small
hole. However, if the size of the hole is less than a predefined
threshold e, we can discard it. If the pixel (x i , y j ) has not
been processed, we set h i j < 0.
In Algorithm 1, we initially set h i j = pi j − 256. Because
pi j ≤ 255, we have h i j < 0. It means that not every
pixel (x i , y j ) has been processed yet. In Step 3, we go through
all pixels of the image. Finally, we get the number of holes
within the image and the sizes of these holes. Since each
pixel (x i , y j ) is labeled with the hole to which it belongs, i.e.,
h i j , it is easy to get the position of the holes. In PageSense, we
use the top-left pixel and the width/height attributes to mark
the holes, i.e., the blank area for ad insertion. Intuitively, the
more ad positions there are, the more intrusiveness will be
caused. In PageSense, we usually select the largest blank area
as the only ad position.
C. Page-Ad Matching for Candidate Ad Ranking
As we have mentioned, to select relevant ads according to
the hosting Web page, we need to consider textual relevance
between the ad description and the Web page content, the
visual style (i.e., color and layout) relevance between the ad
appearance and the Web page, as well as the local visual
similarity between the ad appearance and the neighboring
background of the Web page. In the next part, we describe
how we can compute these types of relevance.
1) Text Ranking: PageSense supports more effective contextual Web advertising in terms of text relevance, style relevance,
and intrusiveness. Therefore, PageSense should be able to
select semantically relevant ads. The traditional vector space
model is far from a semantic requirement for ad selection in
contextual advertising [38]. Instead, topic models are widely
used, since the models are able to consider the correlation
between terms and generate a topical representation of the
inherent structure of the corpus. Therefore, they are more
reasonable than exact term representation and widely applied
in many retrieval tasks. Among topic-based language models,
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is well known for its good
ability to discover the latent topic structure [39], [40]. Therefore, we adopt LDA to compute semantic relevance between
ads and Web pages in PageSense.
LDA is a generative probabilistic model of a corpus. Let a
word w be a unit-basis vector with the i th component equal
to one and all other components equal to zeros, if it is the
i th word in the vocabulary. Given a corpus D containing V
unique words and M documents, D are represented as random
mixtures over a set of n latent topics z, where each topic z is
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Algorithm 1 Hole Detection
Input: pi, j , which is a gray scale of each pixel, i =
1, . . . , H , j = 1, . . . , W
Output: h i, j , k, S
Initialization: set h i, j = pi, j − 256, k = 1, S = 0
1: while true do
2: if there is h i, j ≤ 0 do
set h i, j = 0; go to step 3
end if
3: while true do
for i = 1 : H do
for j = 1 : W do
if h i, j ≤ 0, do: continue this iteration;
end if
if h i, j −1 == k or h i−1, j == k do
h i, j == k;
end if
end for
end for
for i = H : 1 do
for j = W : 1 do
if h i, j ≤ 0, do: continue this iteration;
end if
if h i, j +1 == k or h i+1, j == k do
h i, j == k;
end if
end for
end for
if there is no h i j set to k do end the iteration
end if
4: end while
5: Generate T = 0
for each iteration i, j do
if h i, j == k, do: T + +;
end if
end for
6: if T < e (e is a threshold) do
for each iteration i, j do
if h i, j == k, do: h i, j == 0;
end if
end for
else S+ = T, k + +;
end if
7: end while; k − −
8: Return h i, j , k, S

characterized by a distribution over words. The LDA model
defines two corpus-level parameters α and β, where α is a
k-vector of Dirichlet parameters, β is a K × V matrix of
word probabilities, and βi j = p(w j = 1|z i = 1), where
i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K } and j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , V }.
We consider Web page d p as the query and
ad da as the document. Each ad can be represented
by da = (da1 , da2 , . . . , dan ). The LDA model regards the
given query d p = (d p1 , d p2 , . . . , d pm ) as an unseen document.
Given an LDA model (α, β) and an advertisement da , the
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similarity between d p and da is defined by
sim(d p , da ) = p(d p |da ) =

m


p(d pi |da , θ, β).

(1)

i=1

The inference process of p(d pi |da , θ, β) is defined as

p(θ |da , α) p(d pi |θ, β)dθ
p(d pi |da , θ, β) =

(2)

where


p(θ |α) Nj=1 p(w j |θ, β)
p(θ, da |α, β)
p(θ |da , α) =
=
. (3)
p(da |α, β)
p(da |α, β)
Based on (1)–(3), we can calculate the text relevance
(T )
between the Web page and the ad. Let W (T ) and a j denote
the textual information of Web page W and the ad a j ; the
textual relevance Rt (W, a j ) is given by

)
Rt (W, a j ) = sim W (T ) , a (T
.
(4)
j
In summary, the Web pages are classified into eight predefined
categorizations: 1) Business and Economy; 2) Computer and
Internet Info; 3) Educational Institutions; 4) Entertainment and
Arts; 5) Fashion and Beauty; 6) Financial; 7) Travel; and
8) Sports. We leverage the WordNet-based keyword expansion
technology for the names of the categories to get more concepts/keywords. These keywords and the prominent keywords
extracted from the Web pages are then used as queries to
retrieve relevant ads.
2) Style Ranking With Visual Analysis: Intuitively, the ads
are expected to have a similar style as the hosting Web page,
so that users may perceive the ads as a natural part of the
original Web page. We use global color features for measuring
appearance similarity. Let W (V ) and a j V denote the global
visual information of Web page W and ad a j , respectively.
To measure the similarity between a j and W , we compute
)
and the Web page W V . The
the L 1 distance between a (V
j
distance is defined in the HSV color space, which has been
widely adopted in multimedia information retrieval
K


)
d W V , a (V
=
| f (w) (k) − f (a j ) (k)|
j

(5)

k=1

where f (w) (k) and f (a j ) (k) denote the kth color feature
of Web page W and ad a j , respectively. K is the feature
dimension. As a result, the local content relevance Rs (W, a j )
between a Web page W and ad a j is given by

)
Rs (W, a j ) = 1 − d W V , a (V
.
(6)
j
A PageSense ad is made up of the ad title, the ad body
copy (images and text description), and the destination URLs.
In order to maintain a consistent style after the ads are inserted,
PageSense will use colors for the ad text and links that already
exist on the hosting Web page by a color extraction tool for
Web pages. For example, if the links on the Web page are all
green and the text is black, PageSense uses green links and
black text in the embedded ads as well. Since most users are
accustomed to seeing blue links, if PageSense fails to extract
the Web page color, it will use blue as the default setting.
In this way, PageSense can dynamically change the style of
the inserted ad based on the style of the hosting Web page.
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Strategies for local visual matching. (a) Contrasting. (b) Blending.

3) Local Visual Ranking: In order to make embedded ads
look natural while minimizing visual intrusiveness, the ads
should be inserted into nonintrusive blank areas and be visually
relevant to the background color of the insertion areas. Based
on image processing methods, PageSense can easily detect the
background color of any regions from the snapshot image of
the Web page. Therefore, we have the following strategies
for local visual matching, depending on the color of the
background where the ads are placed.
1) Contrasting: For Web pages with a dark background,
PageSense will select the ads with colors that stand
out against the background, for example, one with a
light yellow background and light blue titles, as shown
in Fig. 6.
2) Blending: For Web pages with a light background,
PageSense makes the background and borders of the ads
the same color as the background of the region where
the ad is placed. For example, if the Website has a white
background, PageSense will choose ads with a white
background, as shown in Fig. 6.
D. Optimization-Based Ad Delivery
Given candidate ads and ad insertion areas obtained in
previous sections, our objective is to associate the appropriate
ad with each candidate location. We adopt an optimizationbased approach to maximize overall advertising relevance.
1) Problem Formulation: Let W denote the hosting
Web page, which has N p candidate ad insertion regions that
Np
. The problem with online ad
are represented by P = { pi }i=1
insertion can be described as given a set of insertion points P
and a list of ranked ads A to select N elements from P and A,
respectively, and to associate each a j ∈ A with an appropriate
pi ∈ P. N is the number of ads expected to be inserted.
To support contextually relevant and less-intrusive advertising
from the perspective of viewers, several computable objectives
can be expressed as follows.
1) Text Relevance Rt (W, a j ): It measures the relevance
between keywords extracted from Web page W and
the text information associated with the ad a j . We use
an LDA-based topic model to compute text relevance
between ads and Web pages, as shown in (4).
2) Global Style Relevance Rs (W, a j ): It measures the style
consistency between ad a j and page W . The product
logo or thumbnail is the main component of ad a j
in PageSense. These images are assumed to have an

appearance that is similar to the page so that users will
perceive the ad as a natural part of the original page.
To measure the visual similarity between a j and W , we
compute the L1 distance defined in the HSV color space
by (6).
3) Local Visual Relevance Rl (W, a j ): It measures the
visual relevance between the ad insertion position bi and
the ad a j , as well as the nonintrusiveness of bi for inserting ads. To minimize intrusiveness to the user, the ads
are to be inserted into nonintrusive blank positions and
be locally relevant to the background of the positions,
as described in Section III-C3.
Suppose we introduce the following design variables
x ∈ R N p , y ∈ R Na , x = [x 1 , . . . , x N p ]T , x i ∈ {0, 1}, and
y = [y1 , . . . , y N p ]T , y j ∈ {0, 1}, where x i and y j indicate
whether pi and a j are selected (x i = 1, y j = 1). The above
problem can be formulated as the following nonlinear 0-1
integer programming problem:
max f (x, y) = wt
(x,y)

Na


y j Rt (a j ) + ws

j =1

+ w

Nb 
Na


Na


y j Rs (a j )

j =1

x i y j R (bi , a j )

i=1 j =1

= wt yT Rt + ws yT Rs + w xT R y
Nb
Na


s.t.
x i = N,
y j = N, x i , y j ∈ {0, 1}
i=1

(7)

j =1

where Rt = [Rt (a1 ), Rt (a2 ), . . . , Rt (a Na )]T , R =
[R (a1 ), R (a2 ), . . . , R (a Na )]T , and R ∈ R Nb ×Na . The parameters (wt , ws , w ) control the emphasis on global and local
textual relevance, as well as local content relevance, and satisfy
the constraints: 0  wt , ws , w  1 and wt + ws + w = 1.
The parameters can be trained by cross validations. Since our
system supports multiple ads on the same Web page, the N
N
with the highest equation scores in (7) are
ads X = {x i }i=1
selected as relevant ads that will be delivered to the Web page.
N is decided by the publisher and the default value is 5.
It is worth emphasizing that (7) is mainly designed from
the perspective of publishers and consumers. However, this
formulation can be easily revised for advertisers by adjusting
the weights of both local visual relevance and global style
relevance in (7). In this way, we can make the ads look much
more salient in terms of visual contrast.
2) Problem Solution: There are C NNa C NNb N! solutions in
total to (7). When the numbers of elements in A and B
are large, the searching space for optimization is very large.
Therefore, we use the genetic algorithm (GA) to solve this
problem efficiently. GAs are implemented in a computer simulation in which a population of genetic representations (called
chromosomes) of candidate solutions (called individuals) to
the optimization problem evolves toward better solutions.
The evolution usually starts from a population of randomly
generated individuals and happens in generations. In each
generation, the fitness of every individual in the population is
evaluated, and multiple individuals are stochastically selected
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Algorithm 2 Genetic Algorithm for (7)

Fig. 7.

Web page examples.
TABLE I
Ad P RODUCT T YPES

from the current population based on their fitness and randomly mutated to form a new population. The new population
is then used in the next iteration of the algorithm. Algorithm 2
gives the algorithm. The algorithm terminates when either a
maximum number of generations has been produced, or a
satisfactory fitness level has been reached for the population.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we systematically evaluate PageSense,
including relevance, user experience, and usability.
A. Data Set
Based on the Web Directory on Alexa.com, which lists
the top sites in each category, we chose one Web page from
each category. In total, we collected 672 pages for evaluation.
Since these Web pages were selected from different categories,
they covered a wide range of styles. The example Web page
collection data are shown in Fig. 7. These Web pages are
downloaded and deployed on our own server, and therefore,
PageSense ads and AdSense ads can both be inserted for
comparison.
We also collected Amazon products with 13 categories.
There are a total of 11 895 ads, which are illustrated in
Table I. Each advertisement includes product title, Amazon
Standard Identification Number, model number, average customer review score (0–5), sales rank, description, detail page
URL, price, categories, and logos.

1: Set initial and global parameters.
Set population size N p , probability of crossover Pc , the
probability of mutation Pm and maximum generation maxgen.
Set the initial generation gen = 0, the initial maximum fitness
maxeval = 0.
2: Generate the initial chromosome v k (k = 1, . . . , N p ) with t
N
genes randomly satisfying the following conditions: i b xi =,
 Na
N, j y j = N, xi , y j ∈ {0, 1}. The calculations stop if we
cannot find a chromosome satisfying the above conditions.
3: Calculate the fitness value.
Set gen = gen + 1, and calculate evaluation function eval(v k )
for each chromosome, eval(v k ) = wg Rg (v k ) + w R (v k )+
wc Rc (v k ), k = 1, 2, . . . , N p .
4: Genetic operation.
4.1 Crossover:
(1) Let the number of chromosomes generated by crossover
be Nc = 0.
(2) Create random number rk ∈ [0, 1] (k = 1, 2, . . . , N p ).
(3) Select v k that satisfies rk < Pc . Make a pair of v k
and set Nc = Nc + 2.
(4) Choose the position for crossover at random and undergo
crossover. Let the offsprings that are newly generated be
v Nc −1 and v Nc , where v Nc −1 = cv j + (1 − c)vl ,
v Nc = cvl + (1 − c)v j , ( j, l ∈ {1, . . . , N p }, 0 ≤ c ≤
1), x is defined as the maximum integer smaller than
eval(v k )max
, where
real number x, and c = eval(v ) +eval(v
k min
k )max
eval(v k )max and eval(v k )min are the maximum and
minimum fitness of chromosomes in generation gen.
4.2 Mutation:
(1) Let the number of chromosomes generated by mutation
be Nm = 0.
(2) Create random number rk (k = 1, . . . , n × N p + n × Nc )
from [0, 1].
(3) Select a gene that satisfies rk < Pm and set Nm =
Nm + 1, and proceed with local search-based mutation.
(4) Let the newly generated chromosome be v Nc +Nm .
4.3 Selection:
(1) Calculate the evaluation function eval(v t ), where
t = 1, . . . , (Nc + Nm ).
(2) Select the chromosomes from among the parents
{v k |k = 1, . . . , N p }.
(3) Set the newly generated offspring {v t |t = 1, . . . , Nc +
Nm } in the way that is superior to others.
(4) Duplicate selection is prohibited. The number to
be selected is N p .
(5) Let the chromosomes {v k |k = 1, . . . , N p } enter the
next generation.
5: If maxeval < max{eval(v k )|k = 1, . . . , N p }, then
maxeval = max{eval(v k )|k = 1, . . . , N p },
v ∗ = ar gmaxv k {eval(v k )|k = 1, . . . , N p }.
6: If gen < maxgen then goto Step 3. If gen = maxgen, then
output v ∗ and stop.

B. Evaluation of Ad Relevance
In order to compare PageSense with AdSense, we joined
the AdSense program as a publisher, and added AdSense ads
to those Web pages. Considering that PageSense mainly uses
image-based ads, we set AdSense to only deliver image ads
though the configuration tool of Google AdSense.
Each page-ad pair was judged by three or more subjects on
a (1–3) scale as follows.
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TABLE II
E VALUATIONS ON ad R ELEVANCE

1) Irrelevant (1): The ad is definitely unrelated to the
hosting Web page.
2) Somewhat Relevant (2): The ad is related to the secondary subject of the Web page, or related to the
Web page in a general way.
3) Relevant (3): The ad is directly related to the main
subject of the Web page content.
In particular, each page-ad pair was first displayed for three
subjects. If all three subjects or at least two gave the same
score, this score was taken as the final judge result for this
page-ad pair. Otherwise, two more subjects were involved to
give scores for this page-ad pair. In this case, a final score
was taken if at least three out of five subjects agreed with
each other on this score. Otherwise, this sample would be
discarded.
Table II lists the evaluation results. We observe that PageSense provides better ad relevance. The average relevance
score of PageSense is 2.86, while AdSense achieves a score of
2.75 for ad relevance. The standard deviation of the PageSense
ad relevance score is 0.46, while that of AdSense is 0.82. The
results also show the ad relevance in PageSense is statistically
superior to AdSense. We assume that the page-ad pairs judged
with score of “2” or “3” are positive and those judged with
a score of “1” are negative. Based on the number of true
positives and the sum of all the examples, we calculate the
accuracy of Advertising. We observe that the accuracy of
PageSense is higher than AdSense. Here, we only take 1 as
negative and an ad with a score of “2” is somewhat relevant
to the Web page, although not perfectly relevant. We provide
option “2” for subjects, because there are some cases when the
ad neither perfectly matches the Web page nor is completely
unrelated to it. After we check the scores received from
subjects, we find that in most cases, the scores are either “1”
or “3.” There are very few “2”s. If we take both “1” and “2”
as negative, the Accuracy in Table II are 86% (AdSense) and
91% (PageSense).
Since PageSense selects the top K relevant ads for displaying in turn, it is an information retrieval scenario. In information retrieval, precision and recall are usually used to evaluate
the performance of the proposed system. A good precision
score means that a high percentage of the results retrieved
by a search are relevant (but says nothing about whether
all relevant documents are retrieved), whereas a good recall
score means that many relevant documents are retrieved by the
search (but says nothing about how many irrelevant documents
are also retrieved). Usually, precision and recall scores are not
discussed in isolation. Therefore, we use 11-point precisionrecall figures to compare the values of precision for a fixed
level at recall. Since AdSense only searches one image ad
for an ad unit (we only set one ad unit within the page),
whereas PageSense is able to deliver multiple ads in turn for
display on the blank area (i.e., ad position) within the page,

Fig. 8.

Precision–recall curve.

we cannot compare PageSense with AdSense in the precision–
recall evaluation. In order to evaluate the PR measure of
PageSense, we use the support vector machine (SVM)-based
ad classification as a baseline for comparison. In the
SVM-based method, we first define eight categories of ads
and label some training data, and then train corresponding ad
classifiers based on the text features of the Web page. Fig. 8
shows the precision–recall curve of PageSense. PageSense
achieves a better performance than SVM-base ad classification
in terms of relevance. Experiments confirm that LDA modelbased PageSense is suitable for advertising. We believe that an
optimal set of parameters for the equation can further improve
advertising performance.
C. Evaluation of User Experience
We conducted a user study to evaluate the user experience
of PageSense; 200 Web pages were randomly selected for
evaluation from our 672 Web page data set as mentioned
above. Each Web page was subscribed to the AdSense service
and PageSense, and 50 subjects, consisting of university
students, teachers, medical personnel, IT workers, and finance
workers, were asked to compare PageSense with AdSense.
There were 25 female and 25 male participants, with the age
ranging from 18 to 45. About 16% of them had experience
on using contextual ad-networks, such as Google AdSense,
Yahoo! Publisher Network, and Bing Ads. The rest of them
heard about online advertising and were aware of these ads
on some Web pages. The human subjects were asked to give
scores (1–5) according to the following questionnaire.
1) Position: How do you feel about the ad position? (5: very
good; 4: good; 3: ok; 2: not good; 1: bad.)
2) Impression: Does the ad impress you? (5: very impressive; 4: impressive; 3: ok; 2: not too impressive;
1: unimpressive.)
3) Acceptance: If you owned a Web page, would you be
willing to subscribe to PageSense? (5: very willing;
4: willing; 3: maybe; 2: not very willing; 1: unwilling.)
4) Overall effectiveness: How do you think of the overall
advertising effects? (5: very good; 4: good; 3: ok; 2: not
good; 1: bad.)
Fig. 9 shows the evaluation results. A higher score indicates
higher satisfaction. We observe that PageSense achieves better
satisfaction than AdSense with respect to all considerations,
i.e., position, impression, acceptance, and overall effectiveness.
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TABLE III
E VALUATIONS ON R ECALL R ATE AND S ETUP T IME

TABLE IV
E VALUATION ON ads U SING P REDEFINED ad P OSITIONS

Fig. 9.

Evaluations of ad satisfaction.

Although AdSense’s ad positions are defined manually and
PageSense’s are detected automatically, PageSense outperforms AdSense within a slight margin in terms of position.
PageSense delivers image-based ads that support a variety
of rendering effects. Moreover, PageSense ads are consistent
with the landing page’s color style. Most of the evaluators
found PageSense ads more impressive than AdSense ads. The
overall effectiveness score of PageSense is better than that
of AdSense, even though the former does not use manual
insertion and settings. The evaluation results have proved that
the advertising approach of PageSense is effective.
Fig. 10 further shows an example of Web page subscribing
PageSense service. We can see that there is a blank region
in this Web page, which makes the Web page unattractive.
PageSense is able to deliver relevant and style-consistent ads
into the blank regions. Fig. 10 shows an example of Web page
with relevant overlay ads. We can see that 1) some associated
ads are inserted into the empty region of the original Web page,
2) the color of the ads matches the hosting Web page’s color,
3) the inserted ads make the Web page more attractive, and
4) the inserted ads are contextually relevant to the ad landing
page.
D. Evaluation of Ad Impression
We invited the participants in former user study to evaluate the advertisement impressions. Each of them was asked
to join the user study without discussion, and without even
knowing the intention of the user study in advance. Each
subject was asked to open a Web page with PageSense ads
or AdSense ads, and look at it for 10 s, putting himself
or herself completely in the mindset of a regular Web page
browsing user. We then gave the subject a questionnaire with
30 advertisements and asked him or her to identify which,
among the candidate set, had been browsed. The recall rates
are shown in Table III. We can conclude that PageSense
achieves higher recall than AdSense.
E. Evaluation of Efficiency
AdSense requires a longer time to rearrange the Web page,
define the color, and other style attributes of the ad, as well
as insert the ad into the page. On the other hand, PageSense
only needs publishers to add one piece of HTML code at the
bottom of their own Web pages. The inserted HTML code,
shown in Fig. 11, is able to download a javascript file that
handles ad delivery. First, the current page’s URL is sent back

to a Web service in the back-end. Second, the Web service
will crawl the Web page and detect the blank areas. Third,
the HTML layers embedded with ads will be delivered to the
browser and overlay on the blank areas.
We evaluate the average setup time for AdSense and
PageSense. The results are shown in Table III.
We conclude that PageSense is easier to use than AdSense.
PageSense can significantly save time in setting up an
advertising platform. We also evaluate the absolute run time
for the complete process of PageSense, including downloading
the Web page, analyzing the page content, detecting the ad
position, and selecting the proper ads from database, which
contains 11 895 ads. The average time for all test Web pages
is 0.752 s. About 80% of the total processing time is spent
on downloading the Web pages. The PageSense system is
viable in practice.
F. Evaluation on Ads Using Predefined Ad Positions
As stated previously another option for PageSense is
enabling publishers predefine ad positions in their Web pages
manually. We make use of 200 real Web pages, which have had
ads inserted. We manually remove the original ads from the
pages and empty regions are reserved for ad insertion. We run
PageSense to select the optimal ads for the empty regions.
To evaluate ad selection, we invite 50 users to score these
Web pages with inserted ads. Each Web page has three kinds
of different ads embedded at same location: 1) original ads;
2) randomly generated ads; and 3) ads selected by PageSense.
The subjects were asked to score the Web pages from the
aspects listed below, with 1 the lowest and 5 the highest score.
1) Aesthetics: Do you find the Web page layout is aesthetically pleasing?
2) Impression: Does the advertisement impress you?
3) Intrusiveness: Is the inserted advertisement intrusive to
your browsing?
4) Overall: How do you rate the effectiveness of the
advertisement?
The results of user evaluation are listed in Table IV. It is
obvious that PageSense offers better advertisement selection
results than random selection, and comparable results with the
original manually selected ads. We also compare PageSense’s
automatic selection for ad position with manual selection.
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Fig. 10. Advertising example using PageSense. (a) Blank area within the Web page (the highlighted rectangular). (b) Some relevant ads are inserted into
the blank area. The highlighted rectangle indicates the inserted ads that are relevant and style consistent with the ad landing page.

Fig. 11.

Piece of code for PageSense.

In the above Web page data set, the original ads are manually
removed and the ad regions are reserved for evaluation. PageSense achieves 85% of the same ad positions with the ones
by manual definition. There are 92% users who are satisfied
with ad positions automatically selected by PageSense.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we present PageSense—a novel contextual
advertising platform supporting not only semantically relevant
advertising but style-consistent advertising as well. This platform is able to automatically match ads to the content and style
of a Web page, delivering relevant ads in a suitable blank area
without disrupting the original structure of the Web page.
We have run a half-year trial on the different formats and
placement of AdSense ads and concluded as follows.
1) If we want the biggest revenue impact for the smallest
effort, it is important to optimize the ads’ color palettes.
Defining the right color palettes means the difference
between ads the users will notice and ads they will skip
right over.
2) In AdSense, even if the ads are designed perfectly,
it might not work well when the Website audience
is composed mainly of repeat visitors. Because the
Website’s visitors come back day after day, they will
probably become blinded to the position of the ads over
time regardless of the ad colors. We believe that it is
better to use variations of the ad size and ad placement
on different pages of the same site.
3) If we put an ad banner in the same spot consistently
throughout the site, the CTR is lower than when using
different ad placements. It further illustrates that we
should change the ad position dynamically to decrease
the tendency for users to ignore anything that is separated from the main content of the Website.

Therefore, PageSense is able to not only choose the right
color and position but rotate colors or occasionally switch
the location of the ads on the page automatically as well.
This can avoid ad blindness while avoiding the necessity
of AdSense users placing the ads manually. In addition to
the above strategies to decrease ad blindness, PageSense can
deliver a group of ads in the same region. There are usually
three advertisements in the ad group. PageSense rotates the ads
within a single page load for a while (e.g., 15 s) depending on
the ad rotation setting. The goal of ad rotation is to keep advertising “fresh.” If the ad never changes, users are more likely to
ignore it.
In this paper, our formulation of PageSense is a
generic framework for online advertising, as introduced
in (7) in Section III-D. Although we mainly focus on satisfying
publishers in this paper, the framework can easily be extended
for different perspectives. For example, if we want to satisfy
advertisers while sacrificing consumers viewing experiences,
we can change the positive weights of both local visual
relevance “+wl ” and global style relevance “+ws ” in (7)
to be negative (“−wl ” and “−ws ”). By doing this, we can
always make the ads look much more salient in terms of visual
contrast.
There are a number of possible improvements for
PageSense. First, although we considered two aspects of style,
i.e., color and layout, we would like to improve the effect of
stylewise advertising. Different genres of Web pages should
have different ad strategies. Deciding how to identify the
type of Web page and how to extract the Web template of a
Website may be helpful and complementary ways to improve
the style matching between ads and Web pages. Second, it
still requires additional user studies of a typical viewer to
determine the most effective insertion points. For Website
publishers, there is a constant battle between money and
satisfied visitors. Possible solutions may include: 1) letting
publishers decide whether the detected empty areas are suitable for inserting ads or not (for keeping the Web pages’
appearance) and 2) employing aesthetic modeling approaches
to verify the Web pages’ appearance as a postprocess after
the ads are embedded [41], [42]. Furthermore, how we can
simultaneously take both the viewers and advertisers into
consideration still remains an open problem. Third, how to
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make an ad impressive while maintaining style consistency
may also be worth considering.
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